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Trust Thematics Exposure

Offshore earners Aristocrat, NWS

Long cyclicals Origin, BHP, Santos, Alumina

Defensives Newcrest Mining, Metcash

Short US10 Yr. Bond Underweight Utilities
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Since inception: May 2017. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Overview

• Global markets rallied strongly in November, as the US election

result and positive vaccine announcements caused markets to

look optimistically towards a post-Trump, post-COVID future. This

saw all major global indices deliver double-digit positive returns.

• The Australian market also performed strongly, with the ASX300

Accumulation Index delivering its strongest return in many years,

finishing the month up +10.2% to be only -9% below its pre-

COVID high. The month also saw a large number of positive

trading updates from companies across a range of sectors.

• The Trust delivered a very strong return of +13.4%, outperforming

the market by +3.2%, as improving global growth prospects saw

markets begin to rotate out of expensive growth stocks and

towards the better value, more cyclical parts of the market.

• Since the market’s low, the Trust has performed well, returning

+52.3% and outperforming the market by +5.8%.

Perennial Concentrated Australian Shares 
Trust

The aim of the Trust is to grow the value of your investment over the

long term by investing in a concentrated portfolio of Australian

companies and to provide a total return that exceeds the

S&P/ASX300 Accumulation Index measured on a rolling three-year

basis.

Source: Perennial Value Management. As at 30 November 2020

The above figures are forecasts only. While due care has been used in the 

preparation of forecast information, actual outcomes may vary in a materially 

positive or negative manner.

Portfolio Manager

Dan Bosscher

Trust FUM

AUD $17 million

Distribution Frequency

Half yearly

Minimum Initial Investment

$25,000

Trust Inception Date

May 2017

Strategy Inception Date

May 2014

APIR Code

WPC6780AU

Fees

0.92%
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Sector Active Exposure vs Index

-10% -5% 0% 5% 10%

Energy

Telecommunication Services

Cash & Other

Consumer Discretionary

Materials

Consumer Staples

Financials-x-Real Estate

Utilities

Industrials

Real Estate

Information Technology

Health Care

Top 5 Over / Underweight Positions vs Index

-6% -3% 0% 3% 6%

ANZ

Westpac

Tabcorp

BHP

News Corp

Woolworths

CSL

Wesfarmers

NAB

CBA
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Issued by: The Investment Manager, Perennial Value Management Limited, ABN 22 090 879 904, AFSL: 247293. Responsible Entity: Perennial

Investment Management Limited ABN 13 108 747 637, AFSL: 275101. This promotional statement is provided for information purposes only.

Accordingly, reliance should not be placed on this promotional statement as the basis for making an investment, financial or other decision.

This promotional statement does not take into account your investment objectives, particular needs or financial situation. While every effort has

been made to ensure the information in this promotional statement is accurate; its accuracy, reliability or completeness is not guaranteed. Past

performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Gross performance does not include any applicable management fees or

expenses. Net performance is based on redemption price for the period and assumes that all distributions are reinvested. Fees indicated reflect

the maximum applicable. Contractual arrangements, including any applicable management fee, may be negotiated with certain large investors.

Investments in the Trusts must be accompanied by an application form. The current relevant product disclosure statements, additional

information booklet and application forms can be found on Perennial’s website www.perennial.net.au.

Trust Review

Global markets rallied strongly in November, as the US election result

and positive vaccine announcements caused markets to look

optimistically towards a post-Trump, post-COVID future. This saw all

major global indices deliver double-digit positive returns on the

prospect of a recovery in economic activity and growth as well as a

return to a more stable global political environment.

The Australian market also performed strongly, with the ASX300

Accumulation Index delivering its strongest return in many years,

finishing the month up +10.2% to be only -9% below its pre-COVID

high. The Trust delivered a very strong return of +13.4%,

outperforming the market by +3.2%, as improving global growth

prospects saw markets begin to rotate out of expensive growth stocks

and towards the better value, more cyclical parts of the market.

Since the market’s low, the Trust has performed well, returning

+52.4% and outperforming the market by +5.8%. Over this period,

many of the Trust’s holdings have rallied strongly, as it is during

recovery phases that value stocks often deliver significant

outperformance. The Trust has also benefitted from very strong

performances from a number of stocks which we acquired at very

attractive prices during the selloff.

Energy (+28.2%) was the best performing sector over the month, as

the prospect of economic reopening lifted the oil price, which had

been languishing at low levels since the onset of COVID. The Trust is

overweight the Energy sector, with holdings in Santos (+30.2%) and

Origin Energy (+29.5%), which both performed strongly.

Financials (+16.1%) also performed strongly, led by the major banks,

which were up an average of +18.9%. Profit results and trading

updates from the banks during the month highlighted that, while

earnings were under pressure due to slow credit growth and low

interest rates, the ultimate outcome in terms of bad debts due to

COVID impacts is likely to be significantly less bad than initially

feared. This is best highlighted by the fact that the vast majority of

both mortgages and business loans have been able to resume full

repayments once their deferral period has ended. Importantly, capital

positions were strong and dividend payments were resumed. Given

the high level of provisioning undertaken, and the strong capital

positions, as conditions improve, it is likely that the banks will be able

to increase their dividends significantly over the coming years.

Combining this with their undemanding valuations, we still see

meaningful upside and remain overweight the sector.

Other strong performers included Newscorp (+32.7%), with the

market finally beginning to recognise some of the hidden value in its

digital media assets. The improved outlook saw commodity prices rise

and solid gains from resources stocks, with holdings in Alumina

(+22.0%), Bluescope Steel (+16.6%) and BHP (+12.7%) all

outperforming.

Holdings which detracted from performance over the month included

Newcrest (-7.9%) with the gold sector selling off as the market moved

to risk-on mode.

Contact Us Level 27, 88 Phillip Street, Sydney NSW 2000 1300 730 032invest@perennial.net.au www.perennial.net.au

Signatory of:

Outlook

November may well mark a significant turning point for the global

economy and markets, with the prospects of a near-term roll-out of

an effective COVID vaccine underpinning the reopening of

economies and a return to growth. Importantly also, the change of

leadership in the US should usher in a period of stability in terms of

domestic and international policy and, hopefully, a generally more

harmonious backdrop. The election result of a Biden win with a

Republican Senate, means there is likely to be increased fiscal

stimulus, although not of the scale originally proposed. Similarly, tax

increases are less likely and interest rates are likely to remain low. On

balance, this should be positive for economic growth, corporate

earnings and markets overall.

The domestic outlook seems increasingly positive, with COVID

largely under control, activity levels increasing, restrictions being

eased and borders reopening. Key indicators around employment,

loan deferrals and the property market are all surprising to the

upside. Further, the economy is underpinned by historically low

interest rates and meaningful fiscal stimulus. If this improvement

continues, then corporate earnings and dividends are likely to

rebound strongly over the coming year.

The Trust is positioned to benefit from an ongoing economic

improvement and our focus remains on investing in quality

companies with proven business models and strong balance

sheets, which are offering attractive valuations and have the

ability to deliver high levels of franked dividend income to

investors.

Trust Activity

During the month positions were decreased in Ampol (+18.2%) and

increased in Medibank (+6.7%). At month end the portfolio

comprised 22 names and 4.3% cash.

Global, Currency & Commodities (%)

S&P500 +10.8

Nikkei225 +15.0

FTSE100 +12.4

Shanghai Composite +5.2

RBA Cash Rate 0.10

AUD / USD 73.4c

Iron Ore +6.2

Oil +21.6

Gold -9.5

Copper +7.8
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